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CSU approves possible 16 percent fee hike
By Robert W. Scoble

’None of this is a happy solution. There is no pleasure in bringing any of these measures
before the board.’

Deity staff wrier

LONG BEACH Despite a last ditch
effort by student groups to stop the measure, the California State University Board
of Trustees decided Wednesday to
approve raising student fees beginning
next fall.
At SJSU, the proposed fee increase represents a total of approximately 16 percent. This means that full-time students
could suffer an increase from $489 a
semester to $567.
The trustees decision is a recommendation to the state legislature that they overturn the 1985 Maddy Act which places a
cap of 10 percent on proposed fee increases. The final approval or disapproval of
Gov. Pete Wilson’s budget cuts, including
the fee increase, will will be made in June
before the next fiscal year begins.
The 16 trustees unamimously approved

Ellis McCune,
CSU acting chancellor
the fee increase proposal along with a
package that was designed to reduce the
CSU budget by $402.5 million. In doing
so, the CSU has managed to comply with
the reduction from $2.1 billion to $1.7 billion that the state had requested in
response to the state’s $7 billion deficit.
Marci Pedrazzi, associated students
director of California state affairs, attended the CSU meetings over the weekend
and announced at Wednesday’s A.S. meeting that the proposed fee increase is in no
way final, but it does not look good. She
hopes students can have a say in the final

decision in June.
"The Legislature does not hear from
students often," Pedrazzi said. "We all
have the ability to influence in democracy.
We should fight for what we want, but
with every step we must understand the
consequences."
The package accepted by the trustees
includes removing funding for new programs or program improvements which is
expected to save $35.4 million.
Another $88.8 million could be saved
by cutting faculty and staff salary increases.

The student fee increase could represent
additional revenue of $40.3 million raised
through the student fee increases.
Additionally, $34.5 million could be
saved by permanently cutting 864 positions in the system’s total non -faculty
workforce. These reductions could be
accomplished through a combination of
attrition and layoffs.
The trustees estimate that, by reducing
the cost of faculty positions through early
retirement, 420 faculty positions could be
temporarily vacated and then newly hired
employees could be paid at entry-level

salaries, saving the CSU $4.4 million.
Following negotiations with the unions,
another $21 million could be saved by
deferring merit -salary increases for 11
months. Also, $9 million could be saved
by eliminating 229 sabbatical leave
replacements.
Through the Trustee’s decision not to
fill 330 faculty and 12 associate dean/
department chair positions generated by
projected enrollment increases, $15.1 million could be saved.
Additionally, $3 million could be saved
by delaying the replacement of dilapidated
equipment.
"None of this is a happy solution." CSU
acting Chancellor Ellis McCune said.
"There is no pleasure in bringing any of
these measures before the board.
"These reducticis in the base will have

Moulder Taking a stand
repairs
await
clean up

Moffitt
firing
appeal
pending

By John Bessa
Daily staff writer

Preparing for the renovation ol
the fire-damaged third floor of
Moulder Hall, crews are cleaning
out debris for asbestos removal
which will begin next week and is
expected to be completed by April
1, Mo Qayourni, director of facilities development and operations
said.
After the asbestos is removed.
the rebuilding of the east wing of
the third floor will begin. and
should be completed before the
beginning of the Fall semester,
Qayoumi added.
No one has been arrested for the
deliberately set Oct.19 lire, which
injured more than 20 people.
Earlier estimates by inspectors
indicated that the total cost of
repairs will be about $300,000.
A Moulder Hall office worker
said that workers are in the building between 9 am. and 5 p.m., and
don’t disrupt the residents.
"I don’t think there is any problem at all," he said, "they’re not
causing any sort of fuss."

By. Jim Johnson
Daily staff writer

George Ortiz

Senior anthropology and behavioral science major Patti Jamison talks to junior art major Eileen Begley while handing out

Daily staff photographer

hangers in kont of the Student Union as part of an anti -abortion
protest sponsored by SJSU Students for Life.

See HALL, back page

Discussion aims to end
discrimination at SJSU
By Claudia Bramkamp
Daily staff water

Racism, sexism, hatred, prejudice and stereotypes are bad words
in the open -mike discussion titled
"Working to Eliminate Discrimination," scheduled to be held in
the Student Union Amphitheater
on Monday at noon.
Sponsored by the Affirmative
Action Committee of the Academic Senate and partially funded by
the Associated Students, the program will present a non-confrontational, guided discussion on various aspects of discrimination in
the SJSU community, according to
political science professor Kenneth
Nuger.
Director of Disabled Services
Marty Schuller, Professor of the
School of Social Work Jose Villa,

See FEES, back page

Librarian Jeff Paul and Educational Opportunities Programs Director Louis Bundy will speak for
three minutes each on the various
forms of discrimination they have
witnessed on campus. After they
speak, students and faculty will be
encouraged to share the problems
they’ve encountered and work
together toward finding a solution
for them.
*Inc university has made a firm
and unambiguous commitment to
the active elimination of discrimination and the forum is designed to
get some ideas to present to the
administration. Nugcr said.
"A variety of students on campus feel that they’ve been discriminated against, and our goal is to
eliminate it," he added.

Cast your vote:
I/ In front of the Student Union
V In the Spartan breezeway between the
Spartan Complex buildings
V In front of Clark Library

Nursing students search for
career opportunities at expo
By Pamela Schatz
Daily staff writer

The Regional Career Expo for
the California Nursing Students
Association will give nursing students the opportunity to find
information on jobs, and information regarding the nursing field.
The Expo is scheduled to be
held in the Student Union on
March 23 from 12 to 3 p.m.
All nursing schools in region
seven, which consists of SJSU
and Cal State Hayward and community colleges Ohlonc, Chabot,
DeAnza, Evergreen, Hartnett.
Gavilan and Monterey Peninsula
will be attending.
Between 60 to 70 hospital
recruiters will be available to
provide information on summer
jobs and new graduation programs.
"If you plan on staying in the
area, your future employee will
probably be at this Expo." Lau
teenLogue said.
Military nurses from the Navy.
Air Force and Army have been
arranged to attend. The Air

’As a result of the efforts of our chapter, they
felt that our efforts were outstanding as compared to the other schools.’
Chris OlLoughlen,
CNSA workshop coordinator
Force nursing corps plans to give
a presentation on flight nursing,
the transportation of the patient
from location to location.
Sally Lagerquist intends to
offer a board review. The review
will teach students how to study
for the nursing licensing exam.
The Expo is for nursing students and students who arc interested in planning on pursuing the
nursing field.
"This has been the third year
we’ve done it, it has been done at
De Anza." said Debra Thaler’De
Mers, CNSA president.
CNSA is a state and national
organization for nursing students
and potential nursing students.
The purpose is to give students
the opportunity to get involved
in their education.
"This professional organiza-

tion provides a medium to
express opinions at the state
level regarding nursing issues,"
Thaler’De Mers said.
During a state convention,
held February 15 to 17 in Sacramento, CNSA received two
recognition awards for their
newsletter and community service projects.
Each month CNSA participates in community service projects. The project that was recognized was the "Pre -natal Substance Abuse Counsel." The program was to help promote a
healthy pregnancy.
"As a result of the efforts of
our chapter, they felt that our
efforts were outstanding as compared to the other schools," said
Chris Otoughlen. CNSA workshop coordinator.

Former University Police
Department officer John Moffitt,
fired by the department in October,
has an appeal of his termination
pending before the California State
Personnel Board.
Moffitt was accused of several
instances of improper conduct and
"excessive use of force" while
serving as a UPD officer.
The board held a hearing on the
matter and Administrative Law
Judge Phil Callus is preparing a
decision on Moffitt’s appeal, said
Walter Vaughn of the State Personnel Board.
When Callis submits his decision it must be reviewed by the
five-member board before a final
decision will be offered. If Moffiu
wins the appeal, the board could
either suspend or revoke his termination, Vaughn said.
According to a report in the
Spartan Daily last semester, Duane
Morford of the State Personnel
Board said that Moffitt was fired
partly because of a run-in with a
bicyclist in May.
A UPD report submitted to the
State Personnel Board said that
Moffitt allegedly pursued the bicyclist, identified as William Woodward, the wrong way down a oneway street in a UPD car without
turning his police lights on.
Moffitt was accused of pushing
the cyclist head -first into a wall,
attempting to push his face into the
pavement and grabbing him by the
throat.
Moffitt was also accused in the
report of alleged illegal use of a
campus master key to enter a
restricted area of San Jose International Airport while off duty in
June of 1989.
The report reads that the charge
is aggravated by a prior 30-working day suspension in Oct. of
1989 for striking a suspect and
kneeing him in the face during an
arrest.
At a professional international
soccer game between Mexico and
Puerto Rico in June of 1989. Moffitt accused Scan Dail of throwing
beer at him from the stands and
arrested Dail.
Moffitt said Dail struck him and
Moffitt retaliated with a blow to
the solar plexus.
When Dail bent over. Moffitt
said he thought Dail was about to
go for Moffitt’s groin, so he kneed
him.
See MOFFIT, back page
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THE MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS

EDITORIAL

JACK TRAGESER

Put on your baseball cap
spring training in
With
full swing, baseball is
once again making big
news. But instead of team’s new
talent, injuries and chances of
winning it all, salaries top the list
of most talked about baseball
topics.
Baseball has come a long way in
terms of money. Players no longer
. earn a few dollars a game, but a
few million a year. Baseball has
gone from a game kids dream of
playing to a business without
sensitivity.
Oakland Athletics outfielder
Rickey Henderson has become the
center of contract attention. He
sees his worth as much more than
the $3 million per year contract he
signed. In childlike fashion,
Henderson arrived a day late to
training camp and now refuses to
take part in any pre-season games
until his contract is renegotiated.
The A’s should not give him a
new contract. He agreed
ecstatically to the terms when the
contract was first drawn up. But

Corrections and
amplifications
In the Wed. March 13 Spartan Daily
inaccurately reported on page four that no
candidates were running for Associated
Students Director of Community Affairs.
The boxed summary should have said
that William Noren and Steven Parker
were vying for the position.
We regret any inconvenience this may
have caused any of our readers.

Forum page
policies
The Spartan Daily provides a daily
Forum page. Contributions to the page are
encouraged from students, staff, faculty,
others who are interested in the University
at large.
Any letter or column for the Forum page
must be turned into the Letters to the
Editor box in the Spartan Daily
newsroom, WLN 104, during office
hours. Submissions may also be mailed to
Forum Editor, The Spartan Daily,
department f journalism San Jose State
University. San lose. Ca.. 95192. Articles
and letters must contain the author’s
name, phone number, address, and major
(if a student).

now that other players make more
than him, he sees the paltry sum
as an insult.
With salaries at an all-time high,
most teams will lose money this
season. Now that players make
up to $5 million per year, the line
needs to be drawn.
Baseball should have a
salary cap similar to that of
basketball. Still, owners
are taking a gamble on the
players. Only two teams make it
to the World Series with 26 teams
left out in the cold and most likely
losing money. Kansas City signed
Mark Davis to a multi-million
dollar contract after he won the
Cy Young award with San Diego.
With Kansas City, Davis was a
major money loser, going 2-7. He
earned over $1.5 million for each
win.
The owners are being
manipulated. The owners must
take a firm stand. If they don’t,
the fans will ultimately suffer by
higher ticket prices.

’Sex sells’ marketing
scheme still bought
I’ve seen sex used in advertising to sell
anything and everything, from light beer
to financial services.
The most blatant, but perhaps least
sneaky examples are the late -night TV
commercials asking viewers to call their
"976 Dateline."
Flirtatious, easy-looking women solicit
themselves, or their conversational skills,
to lonely men "who just want to talk."
Most of us realize that if we were to call
these numbers, the voice on the other end
would probably be connected to a dumpy
broad with cat hair and cigarette ashes all
over her sweatshirt, but that’s not the
point.
The point is that at least these ads use
sex to sell sex (or sexual fantasy). While
such commercials may be morally wrong,
according to some people’s personal
convictions, at least they are up front and
honest about what they offer.
The villains are the ones who use sex
like Saddam Hussein uses poison gas - as
an underhanded secret weapon that
attacks the victim’s greatest weakness.
Despite a growing consumer awareness
of the abstract nature of sex in ads for
seemingly unrelated products, sex still

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
A veteran’s support plea
Editor,
The Gulf War has ended and we now
look forward to the return of our brave
men and women who served this
country with honor and distinction. I
will be part of the millions of
Americans who will celebrate the
return of these heroes and I proudly
salute them.
However. I had hoped that those
among us who threw blood, spit on,
and ridiculed our Vietnam War veterans
would hold their peace this time. Sadly,
my op!tipism was shattered after
reading a recent opinion by a Spartan
Daily staff writer calling our soldiers
mindless and misguided robots who do
not deserve to be called heroes, and
seeing signs in San Francisco calling
our soldiers "baby killers."
I, frankly, am tired of hearing how
misguided and uneducated 85 percent
of the populations from the U.S., the
Soviet Union, a majority of Arab
League Nations, China, and
industrialized democracies and the
United Nations are.
What gives this reporter the moral
justification for making such ignorant
comments? I, as a disabled veteran,
know more than this "journalist" about

military service, honor and loyalty.
These are traits which go far beyond
the self-centered worries of an
immature reporter who is confused and
misled by ignorance.
Additionally, I attended many
discussions about the war and one
theme that came from both sides of the
debate was that we should all support
OUT troops.
Whether we agreed with the war or
not, these men and women are not
responsible for the actions of world
leaders. Soldiers are the instruments of
the agreement, however, it looks as
though this truly ignorant minority
among us will go back on their word
and take out their frustrations on those
who deserve it least.
Finally, I would fight and die to
protect anyone’s right of expression on
any view, including this one, no matter
how I view it.
I feel that journalists only talk about
constitutional rights and soldiers fight
and die to protect them. The difference,
at least to 85 percent of us, is clear. If
anyone is misguided, it is those who
would turn against the troops.

sells better than anything else.
A newspaper ad for financial services
specifically personal loans used Vanna
White to advertise its low interest rates.
The only connection I can think of is that

We see light beer
commercials that tell us if
we drink ’Brand A,’ all
those gorgeous women
bouncing around the beach
will be ours. Never mind
that the stuff might taste
good.

This manipulation reminds me of bigtime wrestling. People can see the fraud,
and yet they still buy into it.
A common misconception is that the
majority of U. S. consumers are not bright
enough to see the connection, that the
voices of outrage over sexual exploitation
are the far-outnumbered educated elite.
Such is not the case.
The United States boasts the highest
level of education in the world, bar none.
And yet in Europe, unlike the United
State, consumers won’t buy a stereo
simply because its ad shows how it will
help them get a date. They want technical
specifications, warranty information. . .
boring details that actually pertain to
stereos.
I used to work in the marketing
department of a computer company, and
one time I sent proofs of our latest
magazine ad to our German distributor.
My contact Klaus sent them back with a
letter explaining that the woman standing
next to our hard drive in the ad was too
sultry, like she had no place endorsing hitech equipment.
She was blond and attractive, but even
in my conservative opinion did not emit
any sexual vibes. Klaus said the ad would
be alright if the woman had a lab coat on
to lend her some credibility.
The irony here is that most European
countries have very liberal laws regarding
how sex can be used in advertising.
Nudity is not uncommon, but only to sell
something like perfume.
I later learned that Asian culture also
takes this pragmatic approach, making
Americans look like the most superficial,
easily swayed consumers in the world.
Although we’re the most educated
nation, our capitalist system has allowed
us to become materialistic monsters,
giving marketers an easy target at which
to aim their vanity campaigns.
Maybe someay consumers will stop
buying innocuous products for their sex
appeal, and the advertisers will be forced
to follow suit. Until then, Vanna will
remain the goddess of ham loans.

both Vanua and the interest rates have
attractive figures. The sad truth, though, is
that her mere presence in the ad will
increase its effectiveness.
It’s been proven again and again. Sex
sells.
We see light beer commercials that tell
us if we drink "Brand A," all those
gorgeous women bouncing around the
beach will be ours. Never mind that the
stuff might taste good.
Car companies choose to drape their
sporty models with attractive female
models, apparently feeling that a man will
consider how the car picks up women
before he thinks about how it picks up
speed.
Even laundry detergent companies use
sex to sell their soap, and the subtle
references can be the most guileful. A
Jack Trageser is a Spartan Daily staff
woman is led to believe that her husband
will shower her with attention if only his writer. His column will appear every
Thursday.
shirts smell nice.

Christopher D. English
Senior
Civil Engineering
Raul Dominguez

Spartan Daily

PERSPECTIVE
Do you plan on voting in the Associated Students elections?
I don’t really feel comfortable
voting for people that I haven’t seen
speak on the issues and just reading
what’s in the Spartan Daily.

Kham
Vo
Biochemistry
Senior
22

Troy
Laramore
Chemical
Engineering
Junior
21

Yes. I was on the board last year,
director of personnel, and I’m really
confident in one of the candidates
who’s running for president. I know
what needs to be done, and what
needs to be changed because I’ve
worked with A.S. for over a year.

No. because I don’t know anything
all about any of the candidates. They
should have an assembly where the
candidates talk and tell what the
issues and whatever is going on.

Mitra
Aiet
Business/
Marketing
Senior
25

Cindy
Resler
Civil
Engineering
Junior
22

I havcri’l

thi)tighl Amu! ii

l’ni too buss wall other things
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Brandt
Braswell

Yes, because there’s someone
who’s running who I absolutely
don’t like. I know he shouldn’t
become president.

Electrical
Engineering
Senior
27
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SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104, and at the Information
Center of the Student Union (Lttters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center) The deadline
is 10a.m.

CODA Meeting, 12.00-1 00 pm Campus
Christian Center. call 279-6257

FACULTY AFFAIRS Open Forum for V.P.
Candidate Dr Kenneth Frandsen, 200-3 00
pm Clark Library Room 511, call 9242403

CALMECA General meeting, Raffle tickets,
6:00 p m , Multicultural Center Pacifica
Room. call 225-1297
ASIAN RECRUITMENT DAY Organizing

WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER Women
and Environmental Engineering, 11.00 am
to noon. S U Almaden Room. call 9246500: Women in Power Positions -Everyday
Challenges. 1200 to 1 30 pm. SU Costa noun Room, call 924-6500
LESBIAN, GAY, AND BISEXUAL ALLIANCE Guest filmmaker Pam Walton shows
Gay and Lesbian Youth"and "Out in SuburTODAY
CAMPUS LEFT Students for a Radical Polit- bia . 430 pm -630 p.m.. S.0 Guadalupe
ical Economy, 8.30 p M., S.U. Costanoan Room, call 236-2002
Room. call 287-4596 or 971-8256.
PHYSICS SEMINAR Speaker William Duffy.
CHRISTIAN STUDENTS FELLOWSHIP Santa Clara University. Topic "Resr,,iant,
Fellowship, noon to 1 30 pm,SU Pacheco Bar Gravity -Wave Detectors Evaluation of
Room. call 268-1411
Bar Materials 1 30 p m., Science 251, call
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY Sup- 924-5244
per and film -Romero.. supper at 6 00 p m . REENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM Supfilm at 7 00 p m . Campus Christian Center, port Group. 12 00-1 30 p.m Counseling
Services, Adm 201, call 924-5930
10th and San Carlos, call 298-0204.

Gornmittee. General meeting, 330 pm .
S U Almaden Room. call 924-2518.
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
Employer Presentation. Tandem 12-30-200
pm . SU Guadalupe Room. call 924-6033.
Women in Power Positions Everyday Challenges noon, S U Costanoan 924-6033
CHICANO LIBRARY RESOURCE CENTER Brown Bag Seminar, Dr Joyce Villa.
Understanding the Power Structure. noon 1 00 p m , Wahlquist Library North Room
307. call 924-2707 OR 9242815
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSN Weekly
meeting. 1 30-400 pm. SU Pacheco
Room. call 241-0851 or 288-7559
ASIAN RECRUITMENT DAY Planning committee meeting. 3 30- 5 00 p m Wahlquist
Library Central Room 259, call 9242518
FRIDAY
JEWISH STUDENT UNION Jammers basketball game, 7 00 p m , For tickets meet
below the SUREC sign, call 296-3125
INST. FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Lecture. Environmental Ethics and the Just
War Tradition,.. Prof Armstrong.Buck, 230

students are not on

to 330 pm Science Bldg Room 164 call Because many
924-4519. Ethics and the Gulf War, Prof campus every day, YesterDaily
Trujillo, 730-10,00 pm, 4th Floor Lounge, provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.
210 S 4th St , Colonade, call 924-4519
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
Co-op Orientation 12 00 pm. SU Guada- NCAA convention reforms will
lupe Room. call 924-6033 Videotaped pracDivision I coaches’ recruiting
tice interviews. 1 30 pm -230 pm IRC affect
activities and available scholarships.
Room 310. call 924-6033
SJSU FOLK DANCE CLUB International
folkdancing.8 00-9 00 p m instruction 9 00- Jobs, though less in number, are
10 00 pm requests. Women s Gym, SPX available despite recent cutbacks
Romm 89. 7th and San Carlos. call 293- due to the recession.
6369 or 287-6369
LDSSA Broom Hockey. 12.30 pm. LDSSA The SJSU baseball team beat
Student Center. 66 N 7th St , call 286-3313
Colorado State University 12-1 in
MATH AND COMPUTER SCIENCE CLUB
one of the Spartan Classic.
’Supercurves and their Connection with game
other Concepts in Math. ’ 230-300 p.m
Mac (kerne Hall Room 322, call 244-9728
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD Irish Folk Group
Shanachie, noon. Amphitheatre.
RADICAL REALITY Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship. Weekly worship service. 7.30
pm ,Duncan Hall Room 135. call (415) 9480822

Fearful of ’conspiracy to do me damage,’ state
schools chief limits power of Board of Education
LOS ANGELES (AP)
State
schools chief Bill Honig says he
will limit the power of the II member Board of Education,
which he says are part of a "conspiracy to do me damage."
Honig told the Los Angeles
Times in an interview published
Wednesday that he will cooperate
with the board only to the degree
required by law. The hoard last
week voted to reject an agreement
to divide power and settle a longrunning dispute.
"I no longer trust them to work
for the good of education." Honig
said. "I put my hand out and they
slapped me in the face...I gave up
a lot in that agreement but it wasn’t
enough."
Honig, who controls the board’s
annual half-million-dollar budget
said the same tight spending retrictions that cover the department
now will be applied to the board as
well. He said this means that "discretionary travel** at state expense

SUMMER
1991

for board members will be eliminated.
Toni llogetich, executive director of the board, has been permitted to operate the board’s small
office independently, but in the future Honig "will assume closer
oversight of the board’s operations," said Honig spokeswoman
Susie Lange.
But Bogetich said that William
Dawson, a deputy superintendent
and Honig’s top aide, has assured
him "the board will not be prevented from doing what it needs to
do."
Honig said he was taking these
steps "to protect myself’ against
"a collaboration, a conspiracy, a
working arrangement. whatever it

that’s the agenda to embarrass
is, to do me damage.
He said members of this "con- me, damage me, tie me up so I
spiracy" include board President can’t do any thing."
Joseph Carrabino, member Joseph
Stein and other conservative board
members; conservative Republicans in the state Assembly; the
Little I lover Commission, which
has criticized Honig’s administra- EVERY ITEM, EVERY DAY
tion of the Department of Education; supporters of the teaching of
"creation science," and those who
oppose bilingual education.
"What mix this is, I don’t
know, but I do know there is a political agenda that’s malicious, vicious, personal and aimed at me."
Honig said. "These people are
telling each other, ’We’ve got thc
votes on the board, we can hiin
Honig up for the next year. I thin)

Congratulations. Banner competition Winners
for National Collegiate Drug Awareness Week,
Mar 4-8 1991
1st place -- Kappa Delta Sorority
2nd place -- Men’s Gymnastic Team
3rd place --Sigma Chi Fraternity

University o

SUMMER SESSION
Session I
6/24 -7/26
7/29 - 8/30
Session II
SUMMER LANGUAGE
INSTITUTE
6/24 -8/16
Eight ureks of intensive language programs in Arabic,
Chinese, French, German,
Italian, Japanese, Russian,
Spanish and Spanish for
Spanish Speakers

20%
30%
40%
50%

YES! EVERYIHING- IS AT LEAST 20%
OFFI ART I FRAMING! DRAFTING!
EXCEPIING ALREADY DISCOUNTED ITEMS
CASH, CHECK, VISA & MASTER CARD

UNIVERSITY ART’S

Increasing clouds in the
morning with rain
tonight. Highs in the 50s.

Friday’s forecast
Mostly sunny skies with
increasing clouds at
night. Highs in the 50s.
National Weather
Service

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE!

Associated Students Program Board
director positions for:
executive director films
performing arts
marketing
multicultural/classical
publicity
toruMS
concerts
Pick up an application packet at the
office (Student Union third floor
across from the ballroom) or contact
Nicole Launder(Director of Personnel)
@924-6240.

A.S.

DEADLINE IS MARCH 18

Funded by
ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS
.

’

DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
(408) 297-4/07
3111 PAGE ST SAN 105E

Special thanks to all who participated!
Sponsored by
Prevention Education Program - Student Educators (PEP-SE),
Room 222a, Administration building.

California
Santa Cruz

DISCOUNTS

Today’s forecast

Public notice to students
What: Pick up your Public Law 101-226

brochure for information on Drug
Free Schools and Communiticies Act
Section 1213, Higher Education Act
of 1965 Amendment of December, 1989
Why:

BE HEARD ON CAMPUS

VOTE

It is required by federal law that SJSU
must distribute this information to all
members of its community.

I or
more
information contact:

Where: 2 locations:

- Student Union’s information booth
- Administration building’s
information booth.

Summer Session

107 Classroom Unit
Santa Crut, CA 95064
Phone 14081 459-2524
(408) 459-3070
lax
To request catalog call:
(408) 1s9-35 14

Office of theVice-President for Student Affairs

Spring Break...

SAN DIEGO
Free Deluxe San Diego Zoo and
Wild Animal Park Pass ($31 value)

$69.00
plus tax

single or double

(619)543-9000

Heated pool/jacuzzi/sauna
Free parking
10 minutes from the beach
Walk to

Based on availability 3/1/91 thru 4/7/91

shopping/entertainment

DOUBLETREE HOTEL
901 (*amino tel Rio South Sall Dingo, CA

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
ELECTIONS
Today
March 14

9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Polls located at the
Student Union, Clark Library,
Spartan Complex Breezeway,
and 7th St. across from Event Center.
Funded by Associated Student;

ee*

SJSU volleyball club
wins in three games

What an arm

By Carolyn Swaggart
Daily staff writer

The SJSU men’s volleyball club
beat St. Mary’s College at the
Event Center mini -gym Tuesday
night, winning in three straight
games.
The first game’s final score was
15-11, the second ended 15-10,
and the winning third game’s score
was 15-7.
The match, part of the ongoing
Intersectional Games, will not
count toward the League Playoffs
in April. The Volleyball League is
divided between the north and
south ends of the Bay Area, and
only games played within a club’s
section will count toward the play-

0

"When we relax and
play, we have a very
good team."
Don Petrilli
SJSU club volleyball coach

Rocksford Takamatsu Daily staff

photographer

Sophomore child development major. Wend), Rail, hurls a
tennis ball against a padded target at a speed of 25 MPH in
the ’baseball throw,’ a Recreational Studies 97 project.

SPARTAN CLASSIC
Classic Schedule
Thursday, March 14
10:00 Gonzaga v. Indiana
10:00 SJSU v. Oklahoma
12:00 Oklahoma v. Gonzaga
3:30 Indiana v. Colorado St.
7:00 Santa Clara v. SJSU
Friday, March 15
10:00 Santa Clara v. Indiana
10:00 Oklahoma v. Colorado St.
10:00 Gonzaga v. SJSU
12:00 Colorado State v Gonzaga
3:30 Santa Clara v Oklahoma
7:00 SJSU v. Indiana
Saturday, March 16
12:00 Fifth Place Game
3:30 Third Place Game
7:00 Championship Game
For up to date schueule
changes call 924-1217

offs. St. Mary’s is in the North
section, while SJSU is in the
South.
However, the club’s performance on Tuesday demonstrates
why St. Mary’s coach Doug Flinn
called SJSU "one of the top two
teams in the league" after the
game.
"The coach has done a great job
and has a great group of players,"
said Flinn.
"When we relax and play, we
have a very good team," reflected
SJSU’s coach Don Petrilli. "We
have a tendency to psych ourselves

out by thinking how important the
match is, and if we don’t play
point by point in a relaxed fashion. . . then we usually don’t succeed.
"And tonight we were very relaxed, very loose . . . and the
match was easy for us."
Players agreed with Petrilli.
"I thought I did pretty well,"
said Brian Micheletti, a member of
the SJSU team. "It was mainly our
second string team that played
(Tuesday) night, and they did a
good job, for not getting a lot of
playing time."
"I guess I feel I played alright,
it was an easy match," commented
Jason Scharpf, another player.
"I’m looking forward to this Friday night against Santa Clara. It’s
going to be the big match."
The club’s division record this
year is 6-5, 9-6 overall. The team
is currently in fourth place in its
league.
On Sunday, the SJSU club won
the California Cup after playing
against 10 teams, in what the
coach has called the "most prestigious tournament in club teams."
"Our players, some of them
Don Richey Daily staff photographe
have only been playing for one or
two years, have a tendency in imTully Middendorp attempts to return the ball Tuesday night
portant games to get too tense, and
that affects their performance," against St. Mary’s. SJSU swept the Gaels in three straight games.
Petrilli said. "And that’s some- We beat good teams. We heat it now. We were coasting
along
thing we’ve been working on, and Chico State, who had beat us down with a very good record. We
were
it seems to be paying off.
in Santa Barbara, and they even 6-1, and now we’ve lost the last
"We did that at the tournamen- had a better team here than down four league matches, so we’re 6-5
t . . . and it was great. We went there, and we beat them pretty right now.
out there and had a good time, and easy."
"So we’re going to have to tum
won the tournament because of it.
"I expect that we should make
league finals," added Petrilli. it around, and I think we have, be"We’re going to have to work for cause the attitude has changed."

Female wants respect in a ’boy’s world’

Associated Press
Marge Schott still waits for the
three things accorded the owner of
every World Series champion:
Respect, respect and, of course,
R-E-S-P-E-C-T.
"I really wasn’t expecting
things to change," Schott said.
"Baseball’s always been a boy’s
world, it’s still a boy’s world, and
it’ll be a boys’ world long after I’m
gone.
She said that she expected her
colleagues to make more of a fuss
over her and her accomplishment
when they convened in Dallas after
the Cincinnati Reds turned the
Oakland A’s upside down.
"I’m certainly not ashamed of

the job I’ve done. ... I mean, it
would have been kind of fun to
say, ’Hey, look who won the
World Series.’ But I wasn’t going
to lord it over anybody anyway."
Schott, 63. may be legendary
for her ... well, frugality. While
she had no extravagant purchases
"I come from
in the offseason
an old German family, and with a
wife and five daughters, honey.

my father was always preaching
’Depression." April 8 is going
to be another matter altogether.
The Reds possess baseball’s
most storied Opening Day tradition. But Marge, who has already
endeared herself to Cincinnati fans
by sitting among them (tossing
back the occasional brew and
chain-smoking all the while), plans
on embellishing it further.

ALTERNATIVE
FORUM
of individuals
A group

Twenty... something"
sharing ideas concerning issues
pertinent to our lives
and the world we live in.
SATURDAYS 2-4 PM
(408) 275-0201
Billy DeFrank Lesbian & Gay Community Center
175 Stockton Avenue, San Jose, California 95126
408/293-AGAY (TDD accessible)

Need a Mac at Midnight?

24 Hour
Mac Rentals
Last minute term paper"
Need to work late?
Come in anytime Count on us

r $ 2 OFF MAC RENTAL

Valid from Mid-night to 6 a.m. $2 off self service Macintosh
omputer time with this coupon Does not apply to laser pnnts. One
oupon per customer. Not valid with any other offer and only at this
location Expires 4/15/91.

kinkoss

the copy center
(Across from McDonald’s) 295-431j

The Stanford Health Policy Forum’s 5th Annual National Conference

Prenatal Care: Can
America Deliver?
A comprehensive and narrative workshopbasal conference addressing the challenges of
providing adequate prenatal care to all
members ot society.

Keynote Address
Reed V. Tuckson, M.D., Senior
Vice -President of Programs for
the March of Dimes

Free MBA
Informational Seminar

Llo S. Third St.

Spartan Daily
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"Let’s Do

Lunch.*

Bring your own

bog lunch

MBA Programs Survey
Applications Tips and Aids
Free "10 Steps to an MBA" Guide
GMAT Prep Strategies

Featuring Kaplan ’s Top Teachers

On site registration Gam. April 6
S12 general registration
(Pre registration saves $2 1

April 6 7. 1991
Kresge Auditorium
Stanford Universit,

I99I PRE-REGISTRATION / INFORMATION REQUFST FORM
Name
Addis:as
City

Clip and said to
Si,ar

Zip

ISw-losed is $0100 (payable to Stanford Univenity)
for general pre -registration (Includes Saturday
lunch, nxrpnon, and breakfasts.)
Please said me more information

&anti ,rd I festal Policy Forum
IIRP Building Room 70
Stanford, CA 94305-5093
(415)725-2243
FAX: 725-6951

Call now for dates and to reserve your seat!

1 -800-950-PREP

ISTANLEY H. KAPLAN

Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

Careers in the Law
Faculty members will discuss areas
of specialization and career
options. Information will be
available about admission,
financial aid and job placement.

Los Altos
Saturday, March 23
9:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Golden Gate University
Los Altos Center Room 5
5050 El Camino Real
For more information 415/442-7255
Open to the public free of charge.
Preregistration not required.

- GOLDEN GATE UNIVERSITY
School of Law

TAN
FREE
THIS
SATURDAY!
DON’T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY TO TAN ABSOWTELY FREE
THIS SATURDAY ONLY, MARCH 16, 1991,
AT ANY OF FOUR EXECUTAN SUN CARE CENTERS
ABSOWTELY NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
ABSOWTELY NO OBLIGATION!
SIMPLY CALL FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT PRESENT THIS AD,
(ONE PER CUSTOMER, PLEASE) AND START TANNING, FREE!
THIS IS JUST OUR WAY OF INTRODUCING YOU TO THE
PLEASURES OF INDOOR TANNING
AND, IT’S A GREAT WAY TO GET A HEADSTART
ON YOUR SI IMMERTIMI TAN’
tINI
LOS GATOS .’1810 BlossomHfl Road IMISSORN
SAN JOSE 10‘,8 lest ARour1147SIRNI
CUPS RI INO /0956 Homestead Road11114-4UNN
1.1,11.1 375-BUNN
SARATOGA lab I I Finen
.J

r ORIGINAL I

)aily
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Spartan Daily
COACH’S FORU

Game. Three times I just got to the first
round. The first time we played Marquette
at Arizona. I took my UOP team and they
were easily the most prepared basketball
team in America. I know they were
prepared because we practiced forever. We
practiced too much. There wasn’t an
intxtunds play, a press or an offensive
pattern that my players didn’t know. The
only problem was that we had practiced so
much, they were too tired to defend or to
attack any of those areas. The lesson was
learned. The next two times (1982 USC vs.
Wyoming and 1985 USC vs. Illinois State),
we were right there down the stretch. In
each game, we just didn’t have a "go to"
player. Both games were nail biters and
when they were over I didn’t have any nails.

toward the Final Four: Experienced
coaches, players who can handle the
multitude of distractions, tournament and
Big Game tested players and a "go to"
player. Add to those important ingredients
some intangibles like emotion, a player with
a really hot hand and luck and you go home
with the big trophy.
The single elimination tournament has
captured the imagination of our country and
every state in the union suddenly adopts a
team by virture of its regional association.
Television brings all the excitement into
your living room and, as never before, you
will see the great plays and the great shots
and the great defensive strategies unfold in
an avalanche of great emotional reaction by
the painted faces and pom poms that ensReflecting back, I think I have cited cross the packed arenas of America.
Who will make it to Indianapolis? I
several of the key ingredients in
believe four teams, who have the qualities I
successfully moving up the ladder

hinking about
’March madness

dm*

Stan Nlorrison

Ihave been to the "Big Party" as a
player and as a coach. As a player, it was
like a dream. You walk around like you
are in a fog and the entire scenario unfolds
before you. Winning it changes your entire
life. No one can ever buy the moment and
no one can ever take it away from you. It
makes a major change in your life.
As a coach. I didn’t get to the Big

layers

ake

he

all

tight
mes.
along
were
.! last
c 6-5
.) turn
be-

predictable and therefore more difficult to
have discribed earlier, will be there at the
defend. That will take some of the sting out
end. My picks are Indiana and North
Carolina in one semi-final and Duke against of the Rebel pressure defense. Also, they
UNLV in the other semi-final. I pick
have a real ’’go to" player in Calben
Indiana in a real squeaker over North
Cheaney. Unfortunately, the Big West
Carolina. UNLV will beat Duke in another
representative has five "go to" players repeat blowout of last year. I believe UNLV
take your choice. Tark is on a mission.
will win the National Championship but I
Knight can put together a plan of attack
think that the Hoosiers will play Tarks’ gang
second only to General Schwart7kopf. With
closer than anyone has this year. Dangerous
Las Vegas, there is always the possibility- of
teams in the field of 64 who merit real
a real blowout. If Indiana wins, it won’t be
watching include: Alabama. Princeton,
because General Knight was firing SCUDS.
Oklahoma State, Michigan State and LSU
(if Shaquille O’Neal is ready).
The great excitement lies in the fact
that none of these teams may make it
you wrote out a job description for each through their brackets. Anyone can dolt.
It’s dream time. It’s Hoosier HysteriaIt’s a
Ifof the five positions on a basketball
team, in my estimation no team has ever time when heroes are made. It’s a gailiCi ‘
..
filled those descriptions better than the
Stan Morrison is head coatli:ef the
Runnin’ Rebels. I give Indiana a great
SJSU men’s basketball team.
.
chance because their motion offense is not

Rebel named to press
All-American team

On the rise

Spartan basketball team’s Final Four Picks

doer
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Sub Crump: UNLV, Duke, Arkansas, Syracuse
Michael St. Julien: UNLV, Duke, Indiana, UCLA
Mike Brotherton: UNLV, Duke, Arkansas, Indiana
Kevin Logan: UNLV, Kansas, St. John’s, UCLA
Mike Wasserburger: UNLV, Duke, Indiana, UCLA
Dan Ervin: UNLV, Duke, Indiana, UCLA
Jeff Novitzky: St. John’s, Seton Hall, Arkansas, Syracuse
"Georgetown will beat Vegas."
Matt Romig: St. John’s, Indiana, Arizona, UCLA
"Arizona’s big man is better than UNLV, and their
guards are able to match up."

NEW

-WeNlake The Call
Spartan Daily sports dogs’ Final Four picks
Steve Helmer: UNLV, Duke, Indiana, Syracuse
"UNLV can’t lose as long as Tark is at the helm."
Bryan Gold: UNLV, LSU, Indiana, UCLA
"History can hold truth in Westwood, while a healthy
O’Neal could be a nightmare for opposing teams."
Jim Johnson: UNLV, Duke, Indiana, North Carolina
Corey Tressider: UNLV, Duke, Arkansas, UCLA
Kevin Squires: UNLV, Duke, Indiana, Syracuse
Jack Trageser: UNLV, North Carolina, Indiana, Seton Hall

YORK

(AP)

Larry

Johnson was an All-American
playing for a national champion
last season. There was, however,
one more goal to accomplish.
"When I come back next year
I’m going to help make Stacey
Augmon player of the year,"
Johnson said after UNLV routed
Duke to win the NCAA title.
Augmon isn’t player of the year,
but he’s close as one of five members of the 1991 Associated Press
All-America basketball team.
"For me, it really feels good,"
Johnson said Monday after learning he was a repeater on the honor
team. "I thank God for all the
players who play with me and I’m
really happy about Stacey."
Thanks in large part to the play
of Johnson and Augmon, UNLV
accomplished the expected in
breathtaking fashion. Heading into
the NCAA tournament, the team
that was heavily favored to dominate the season is 30-0 and riding a
4I -game winning streak.
Joining the UNLV forwards,
[loth seniors, on the first team were
.iiphomore
center
Shaquille
O’Neal of Louisiana State, junior
forward Billy Owens of Syracuse

Chip Loven - Daily stall photograph
UNIV’s Anderson Hunt goes high for a dunk. UNI.V is
heavily favored to repeat as NCAA champions.

and sophomore guard Kenny ’Anderson of Georgia Tech.
Johnson, the 39th player* repeat as an All-American, averaged
22.9 points and II reboundS
shooting 67 percent from the.field.
Augmon averaged 17.2 pOints
while hitting 59 percent ’of his
shots and also had 7.4 rebtiendS.
3.4 assists and 2.3 steals a gaine.
The numbers for the UNLV forwards are even more impiessiVe
because they seldom played a fa
game as the Rebels outscored the
opposition by almost 30 points .a
game.
Each member of a nationwide
panel of sportswriters and ’broadcasters picked three teams, with
points awarded on a 5-3-1 basis.
O’Neal was named to the first
team on 62 of the 64 ballots cast
and finished with 316 points, two
more than Johnson, who had 61
first-team votes. Owens had 266
points, Anderson 259 and Augmon
253.
O’Neal, who led the nation with
14.6 rebounds a game, missed the
final regular-season game and the
Southeastern Conference tournament with a hairline fracture in his
left leg

sop -
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
DENTAL SERVICES
STUDENT DENTAL
OPTICAL PLAN

’SS

Full benefits
Credit Union
Medical Insurance

Enroll Now,
Save your teeth eye.
and money too
Cleanings NM office

110E

for
es
iI 6
lion
12.1

WEEKLY PAY
Full time or pad time
Apply Mondey Fridey
flern to 5pm

VANGUARD SECURITY SVCS
3212 Scott Blvd
Sant. Clare C
1408/727-9793

visit at no charge
For brochure me
As Office or call

MAKE A DIFFERENCE in maul. of
Volunteer
mentally 111 proem,
your friendship 3 hour per week
Training is provider/ Call 436.
0608

AN AWESOME OPPORTUNITY
to mete Iron, 1761 1 per hr
Witty fun and bright
delivery people needed
Valid CDL proof of ins
and DMV F7 APT position.

Services
OVER 30 Oil LION DOLL ARS 0 schol
airship and financial aid Free
copy of 10 Wey lo Stretch your
Call I
Scholarship Chances.
000556.3477

landlord lo keep your wrmur/hf OFposlt or do you wen, It beck, 101
lips on how to get your Security
1595
Sand
beck
deposit

TAKE A BREAK In your week’ Come
Ken u. the CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION tor our IWI
mony meetings on Wednesday*
II noon in the Moonily Room
Student Union For more inform.
Son cell Karen et 2474409

AUTOMOTIVE
SEIZED CARS truces boats Melee,
ors motorhomes by Fel IRS
DEA Avalleble your arm now
Call I 1105 682 7555 Est C 1255

COMPUTERS
IBM

systern
Sterling wt. 2110,2 .1 1741 06
livered and Inelelled Everything
COMP

E

CONK

Included liminess or o.n.o.!
OPC consulting 279.51170

BEDS’ MATTRESS SETS New Tenn
$115 Full 695 Omen $149 King
%IBS You gel both pieces Runt
beds daybeds chestbeds 599 a
nitestend
up Dresser Mirror
Modboerd Four piece bedroom
Cheat 01 dram.
4199
sat
1415(745 0900
We will beift anyone prices"

GREEK
WISHING

YOU i UCK

you’.

I/misting
Al PHA PHI -I

away

SI San Jose CA 95113 or call
286-6602 EOE

For more info call Nicole
A S Pereonnei Director

Sang Break

9240240
COUNSELOR DIRECT CARE
Staff needed al local
residential foci.**

fishing
canoeing
instructor.
rowing man envie ad
sports
Trans DII Esperlenced
crad

for young adults I
ad005cOnlOO sumer,
related disabllit

references Call (41S) 283-3795
START A BUSINESS to, under 160
Monograph 010 DAA 721 Toyon

FT PT positions
avail Start 96-18 23300,
Call 14086448.3953

Drive Monterey CA 93940

COUNSELORS WANTED Trim down Illness co-ed NYS camp 100 Po
sition sports crafts many 0th
ern Camp Shane Ferndale NY
12734 )9,4(792 4045

STUDENTS’ SCHOOL AND CAREER,
It easy wfth Discovery Toys I 11
lwrip you succeed For Info pocket
1.5 235.6271

JOBS IN PARADISE
own hoer tool:944n Off citing
new careens with CLUB MED

Average summer earnings nerve 98-110000 Student
Painter* I 400.4264441. eat 777
training

cruiegines and other troplcal
resorts Lift our informative
guide ehow you how Send

TEACHERS SUBSTITUTES,.
Small World School* le hiring
leachers for our preschool
school -ea and infant
program. We need hell time

MI 95 to A 11 M Publication.
P 0 Boy 3728 Santa Clara
Ca *5055

and pert time caregivers
FleribN hours available
for lull lime students

Cali

SEEKING one key
MANAGEMENT
person I can Own lo help run my
business 46,51 ilk. people and
chellonges. Greet $S Call 496
9635

"Mile
LOOn

OR
PRESIDENT

HELP WANTED
ACTIVIST JOBS lot IM ENVIRONMENT Pass laws lo slop air poi
!Lefton water pollution and weft
Semealer
Old. poisoning
summer lobs Career opportuni
about the Islearn
13
lie. Fern
sues c ell DANA 14151323 5384
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
No eperlence nercriermry
$7 14111 10 5100

Call

now.

ell

1 70

Into

1 NOM 5157
minute

(S3 mlnute-4

Hair
REDKEN
MODEL NEEDED
March
Show Civic Conker SF
3
-ID
23 74 II 23 Ferrel.
Makes also needed Model re
Mime. Product. A
mires 550
...rulefl from netionoil artiets
Meet the style artist. 3 27 et 7an
in SF P0,1010 call (4I51 53105578
PART TIME’ INTIERNTIONAI RETAII
CHAIN (in I/witness sinc 19011
ha 700 full and pert lime posi
tion in retell Niles and customer
write Temporary and perm.
nom plwitions with flesible hours
Work hours tel .round your
school schedule’ Starling pay
Isis III 25 Earn 1135 SOr 1211,
work wee. 0279 for 70 hr 11460
I.,

Early morning shirts
16 30e00 9 30a111)Vallable
Call 257 7329 Sir unit
E C E or educellon required
WE

MIDNIGHT SUN’ Sumner errak.rneoi
In.,,
la
Woman
Alaska
oom hoard
$110100 Al,?.,. A
provided Hiring through Apro

400,.

No

esperience

INTER-

NSHIP intervkines now faking
place Gain valuable asp ’none.;
ing a eem of employees custom
itr end suppliers Successful to
plicenis will undergo extensive

Cali Ginger et 356.1990

14 110 hr

MANAGEMENT

SUMMER

Flt F CLERK general office duties in
medical office in Los Ciao. Fier
15-20 hr irre
hours Perltiow

LIFEGUARD 30115

Summer freer FREE

Al, couriers needed and cruiseship Kilts Call 1-S05-612 7555
041 F 1661
STAFF WANTED Roughing II Dey
Fast Bay
camp in San Eremitic
hiring for summer 1991’ Posh
swim
A iding
lions Counselors

rm. I

PIERRE

CAL DEFECTIVE

3-5day.
week. 55 00 hour San Joe. Fed.
1.11110n of lamicians 12 So 11.

996-2934

FOR SALE

KO

Mon 400

(pick up an application packell
Deadline Meech 1911,

1,herck moi 0 JM Sea Produc
Ilene Bo. 36178 Dept M San
Jose $51510, call 408 296-3100

San Jose
IMMEDIATE

RECEPTIONIST PT 114 p en

DON IRE IN ZOMBIE STATE."
Non us in A S Program Bmrd

through Friday
RENTERS NOTE". Do you wont the

For information Call

Cell 7800707

fern Sprn Monday

closets Serious eludient 5335 00
1300 clop, 248-1105

97731161
14061
OPENINGS.

135W Sent. Clara St

Advanced Educal.m1 Rematch

our fully accredited work wiper,
ence program Can slay on full
time during your Spring break
and during your Summer break

14011044.0301 rt 500 FT APT
ship receiving clerks. call mite.

available
PIZZA AGO GO

MONEY FOR EDUCATION billion. of
Cell I 900.535
913 available
4200 all 918 ($200 per minute)

Female nice
SHARE 2-BORSI APT
quiet safe complex w pool patio
amp. parting ig
ieundry lac

POP SYSTEMS HAS JOB opening. In
highleCh coMputer induldry Ex
relent experence and hesible
hours F T and PT eales reps Can

between San Tomas Olcott

1-800-6563225

conned Owning provided Paid in
terns/rips available scholarship
awarded and earn 2-4 credits on

NEED SELF MOTIVATED.1.
dent. Earn opt, $105, Merkel
credit cerd on campus Flexible
hour. Only 10 positlom even
able Coll NOW I 900-950-640

discounts for GOOD
DRIVERS GOOD STUDENTS
and NON-SMOKERS Call
us tor allot your

clean quiet
remodeled Geroge avail on 11r51
come Met served basis WO0820 pre mu 1-4 adults stirment.

14081371048.
SASS Bascom Au,

LEARN TO FLY"

PERSONALS

tor pliyala, commilClel
reviews end all aircraft
check outs Special intIOduClOry
eight from SJC to L VS only 936
For rnore Info call Jim at 723.
SlOb,

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC. Unwanted
heir removed forever SPECIALIST Confidential your wary own
probe Of diSpOtable Call 247-

1169111

San

3146

335 5 Baywood Ave

Afrordabie accurst.
fast. Spell Gram check avelltible
Clog, to cam. Pickup avail
EVEL YN 270-8014

WRITING RESEARCH SERVICES
Pepe, thesis development
preparat.n *1100111

Jose

SERVICES

Qualified writers Resumes

ATTORNEYS
1/11,11, Accident Specei

Ydning Academic KnotessIonal
writing Reasonable

III. Whether insured or

Eled.eley

SOT. DISCOUNT
00 .11 permanent 005rne0C5
Enhance your natured timuty"
EYE LINER EYEBROWS

ally la, Stronger and
safer than If you try
to softie your own case
Many yore. of iperience
There is no charge /Or

Exp 6-1691
01011137o- 3500
Coll T rtsh
Hair Today Dane TOTOTO.
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Farmers may lose federal water
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
U.S. Secretary of the Interior Manuel Lujan said he has asked his department’s lawyers to determine
whether he has the authority to halt
federal water deliveries to California farmers.
But he said he doubts that he has
such power because farmers have
longstanding rights to the supplies.
He spoke Tuesday to business and
community leaders during a Commonwealth Club luncheon.
The federal Bureau of Reclamation currently plans to provide
farmers with 75 percent of their allotted water, about 2.2 million
acre-feet. Other users of water
from the federal Central Valley
Project will get 25 percent of their
allocation, or about I million acrefeet. An acre-foot serves the needs
of about five people for 18 months.
"If I had that option," Lujan
said. "I would probably say there
is no way somebody is going to get
75 percent of their allotted water
and somebody is going to get 25
percent. When we look at reducing, we look at reducing for everybody. We would not have a privileged class."
Lujan’s comments appear to
soften his rejection last week of a
request by Rep. George Miller. D-

Martinez, that federal deliveries to
farmers be halted. The secretary
had initially said that he did not
have the flexibility to make that
decision.
Miller, when told of Lujan’s
comments, attributed the apparent

change of view to the secretary’s
inspection of California’s reservoirs, which remain less than half
full despite recent storms. Lujan
spent six hours Monday flying
over the system of dams, reservoirs and aqueducts

S.F. renters may be charged
penalty for overuse of water
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Renters, who previously had no financial incentive to conserve
water, soon could be charged a
penalty if they use more than their
allotment under the city’s new rationing plan.
The Board of Supervisors gave
tentative approval Monday to an
ordinance allowing landlords to
pass half of any charges for excess
water use on to tenants.
Advocates said the ordinance,
which also provides incentives for
landlords to install water-saving
devices, is part of a long-term conservation policy.
But tenant advocates said the
new law does not distinguish between renters who conserve and
those who waste. Most apartment
buildings have only one meter.

making it impossible to tell which
units use the most water.
Landlords, meanwhile, had
hoped to pass on 100 percent of the
penalties on to tenants. Under the
ordinance, they could pass on penalties only if they install watersaving devices.
The measure, which passed 6-1,
must be approved by the board
again next week and signed by the
mayor to become law. It could take
effect April I, along with the rationing plan.
In the fifth year of California’s
drought. San Francisco is trying to
slash water use by 45 percent from
1987 levels. Most residents face
cuts of about one-third, and penalties for excess use range from double to 10 times the regular water
rate.

From page I
to be identified for permanent
elimination. Its impact will be curtailed enrollments, reduced course
offerings and larger class sizes.
Recruitment of a quality faculty
and staff will be endangered seriously." Ellis added.
Gov. Pete Wilson told the
trustees that "these are very, very
difficult times. There are not any
easy answers."
Even with the proposed 20 percent increase the CSU fees are
about $500 below the national
average, McCune pointed out.
"It will be necessary," McCune
said, "for the campuses to make
permanent reductions. We are not
talking about something that will
get better next year."
Indeed there was talk already of
increasing fees again for the 19911992 academic year.
"It is clear that student fees will

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) A
woman’s plaintive tale of a crippling hand injury has left famed
King of Torts attorney Melvin
Belli feeling more like the court
tester.
After 60 years plying the sympathies of juries, Belli says he was
duped by Jacqueline Johnson’s
claims she could no longer play the
church organ after slipping in
greasy sauce at Kentucky Fried
Chicken and injuring her hand.
Last Thursday, Belli and San
Diego attorney John Leamard were
left standing in a San Diego courtroom when Johnson bolted out the
door after defense attorneys
showed she had collected $.5(X),000 in Florida on an almost identical claim against McDonald’s.
"She had beautiful eyes and a
wonderful smile. She was sparkling, a good talker, sincere. She
said she played the organ in church
and now she couldn’t go back with
her had arm. I thought, ’If I didn’t
win this case, the Lord would punish me, Belli said Wednesday.
Leamard called the apparent
scam "very sophisticated. ’
"Everyone was duped. There
was no way Mel could have
known, that I could have known."
he said.
The woman alleged in her suit
that on Oct. 15. 1989, while she
and her husband were in San Diego
to attend a funeral, she slipped on
the restaurant floor, which was
slippery with barbecue sauce.
Lawyers for the restaurant’s insurance company were prepared to
pay Johnson a substantial sum up
t two weeks before the trial, Lear! ard said.
Jeanette Glicksman Daily stall photographer

"This is not jug our future that
is being sold down the river," said
Ken Feldman, a graduate student
at Cal State Fullerton. "It is our
kids too."
The students held up their signs
so that Wilson could read them
during the trustees meeting. He
responded that his office had to
make some difficult decisions
because the state is faced with a
deficit of more than $7 billion for
1991-1992.
"It looks like the students are
going to pay more and get less,
unless something happens before
June," A.S. Vice President Kristi
Nowak said during Wednesday’s
A.S. meeting.
Pedrazzi said that she will be
going to the state capitol in Sacramento every Friday to pass out literature containing student viewpoints and concerns about the proposed fee increase.
Corey Tressider contributed
to this report.

’Dead’ manne surrenders when wife, friend commit suicide
"There is probably a conspirSAN FRANCISCO (AP)
The incidents?
Why had Williams taken out acy, but exactly who all was inquestions started piling up on a
May morning in 1987 when an hundreds of thousands of dollars in volved in it we don’t know," Pinempty kayak belonging to Marine insurance shortly before his appar- lane said this week, a few days
Staff Sgt. Willie Dean Williams ent drowning? Why did his wife after Williams surrendered to the
washed up along the coast near the hurriedly have him declared dead FBI in Kalamazoo, Mich., where
town of Mendocino. No body was and collect some of the insurance? authorities had tracked him down.
"Before. we had an open case
Why did his friend regularly
found.
Four years later. Williams sits in send him money after he disap- of a missing person," Pintane
said. "Now that we have found
peared?
a brig, although he’s legally dead.
Sgt. Phil Pintane. a Mendocino him our investigation is now leadWhy did his wife and best
friend, who had moved in to- County sheriffs detective, is try- ing into conspiracy and also insurance fraud."
gether. commit suicide in separate ing to find the answers.
They started blaring about 11
p.m. after rain short-circuited the
detectors, the office worker said.
The alarms sounded for a few
From page 1
From page I
Dail denied he hit Moffitt or
The recent rainfall has not pre- minutes, he said, and then went
threw beer. Several onlookers sup- sented any problems for the clean- out. "There’s not much juice in the
ported Dail’s story, while a couple up crews, Qayoumi said, because batteries, so they die on their own
of UPD officers and ambulance the building needs "interior work anyways," he added.
Another resident, however, said
drivers corroborated Moffitt ’s ver- only," he said.
sion.
Director of Housing Fred Najjar that the alarms go off when the
When he was booked, Dail was and Resident Director Laurie Mor- battery is removed from its compartment in the detector, and the
found to have five outstanding gan were unavailable for comment.
1\iesday night, the smoke detec- door is then closed. Second floor
warrants for his arrest and he had
been previously convicted of tors from the hall’s third floor went resident Devor Grant said that the
off, but unlike last October the noise began about 7:30 p.m., and
aggravated assault.
UPD Chief Ric Abeyta wrote a sound was apparently caused by continued until another resident,
who was disrupted while studying
letter of reprimand and suspended something other than fire.
Moffitt.
The detectors, which are in a in a nearby lounge, climbed into
Moffitt filed an appeal of the trash dumpster in front of the hall, the dumpster and smashed the
suspension with the State Person- were thrown away by clean-up detector, he said.
Moulder Hall’s senior resident
crews disposing of items damaged
nel Board.
The State Personnel Board in the blaze, a Moulder Hall office adviser said she hadn’t heard anything about the alarms going off.
upheld the suspension and Admin- worker said.
istrative Law Judge Ruth Friedman, who wrote the decision, said
Moffitt used improper escalation
of force in dealing with Dail.
Moffitt subsequently filed suit in
Santa Clara County Superior Court
against the State Personnel Board,
the California State University and
Colleges, CSU Chancellor N. Ann
Reynolds, SJSU and the SJSU
Public Safety Department.
According to the State PersonWork With
nel Board’s documentation, MofHandicapped Children
fitt denies all charges and claims
that the events described in the
Flexible Hours
Sea / Hour
UPD repon to the board were not
accurately reported.
For More Information,
Moffitt also claims that he was
Contact Sang at
held to a different standard than
(408) 924-6016
other officers in his department.

Famed attorney
samples his
own medicine MOFFIT

I’m dancing

continue to be a major issue,"
McCune said.
Students from the California
State Student Association and
some trustees were concerned that
increased fees might hurt underrepresented students.
"What we are doing is protecting
the wealthiest people in this state by
taking it out of the pockets of the
poorest," said John Mulvey, vicechair of CSSA and a senior at Sonoma State University. "We cannot
operate our university this way."
Kim Williams, chair of the
CSSA and Cal State Los Angeles
senior said that if the budget goes
through she’s "going to have to get
another job. It is going to close the
doors for a lot of students."
Students from the CSSA held a
rally Wednesday to protest the fee
increase. They held signs reading
"we want affordable education,"
-20 percent is unethical" and "students are the future." Speeches and
cries of "no more fee increases"
highlighted the rally.
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What’s going on for the weekend of Mar. 15
ON CAMPUS:
Poet John Barth will read from his newest novel, "The Last Voyage of Somebody the Sailor," tonight at 8 in the
LIUPoetry
SJSU Music Concert Hall.

Mary Morello

Chief Photographer

Folk Music In honor of Si Patrick’s Day, the A.S. Program Board will present the Irish folk group, Shanachie in the Student Union
Amphitheatre at noon Friday.
Rhythm and Blues The group NiteCry will provide a solid, dance

Kevin Squires

Photo Editor

-friendly backbeat at the Spartan Pub tonight at 8.

Shellie Terry

Concert In Living Colour and King’s X will celebrate the 20th Anniversary of radio station KOME at the Event Center tonight at X
Tickets are available through BASS and the Event Center box office.

Entertainment/ Feature.
Editor

OFF CAMPUS:

4

Kevin Weil

Music San Jose reggae band lnka Inka, after just releasing their second CD called "Wake Up," will alternate their crisp arid
funky sounds at "The Edge" in Palo Alto on Sunday, in honor of St. Patrick’s Day.

Heavy Metal This all -girl rock group, famed for both their sound and their video "Mr. Big Stuff," featuring Donald Trump in a cameo
appearance, will play at the Cactus Club on Friday.

Theater The San Jose Center for Performing Arts will present "The Wizard of Oz" March 15-30. Tickets can be purchased at the San
Jose Civic Light Opera at 4 N. 2nd Street, Suite 1000, or by calling 998 -BASS. For more information call 971-1212.
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MOVIES OPF.NING THIS WEEKEND:
"Class Action" filmed in the San Francisco Bay Area. the courtroom battle between actor Gene Hackman and his screen
daughter, Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio opens nationwide Friday.
"The Perfect Weapon" introduces kenpo karate expert, Jeff Speakman, who explores man’s conflict with his family, the lass.
and his own anger. The action-thnller opens Friday.
"Guilty by Suspicion" starring Robert De Niro portrays the victim of the congressional witch hunts carried out by by the
House Un-American Activities Committecn in the early 1950s. This Irwin Winkler film opens Friday.
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Timmy T takes No. 1
spot from Mariah Carey
I. "One More Try." Timmy
Mariah
2.
"Someday,’ ’
Carey
3. "All the Man That I
Need," Whitney Houston
4 "Where Does My Heart
Beat Now, Celine Dion
5. "All ’this Time." Sting

h. "Show Me the Way."
Styx
7.
"Coming out of the
Dark." Gloria Estetan
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You
Make
Sweat." C & C Music Factory
9. "The First Time," Surface
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KSJS 90.7 FM
Top five lists for the week of Mar. 11

RHYTHM
WAVE

CREATIVE
SOURCE

1. PINK DOTS-PENNIES
FROM HEAVEN’
-LEGENDARY

. ’A LoNEsomE TIIING"
FRANK MORGAN
2. ’IN THE DOOR’
JOEY CAIDEPA&O

2. ’ll.o00 IS THIN"
NAKED Ci7Y

3. ’Moo() SwiNo"

- T LAVITZ

3. ’UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA’
MOVEMENT EX

PubbcIty photo

’NiteCry,’ a local band, plans to play at the Spartan Pub tonight at 8

‘NiteCry’ to rock the Pub
II% Jim Johnson
CenterStage start writer
Continuing a tradition which
dates hack to the group’s beginnings. NiteCry, an up-and-coming Bay Area rhythm and blues
sextet, will be looking to bring
the SJSU student body to its collective feet at the Spartan Pub
tonight at S.
NiteCry is composed of a
group of 1(x:al Peninsula musicians who have been together for
about four-and -a-half years.
according to group representative Rene Solis
In that time. NiteCry has
played at the Spartan Pub and
other local clubs for numerous
sets, building a significant local
reputation.
Three of the group members
live in San Jose. including Soli%
on lead guitar. Richard Palmer
on keyboards. and drummer
Kevin Coggin%

DATE
MATE

REANIMATE
MARCH 15th
and 16th
at 11pm,

Also, originally front San
Jose. but living in San Francisco. bass guitarist Wayne
Samdahl is an SJSU alumnus.
Satndahl graduated last year
with a degree in graphic arts.
Solis said.
Lead singer Tom Castro and
Michael Peloquin, on sax and
harmonica, also live in San
Francisco.
The group has played with
some big blues names in its career, opening for such musical
luminaries as the legendary B.B.
King, Tower of Power. Gatemouth Brown, Joe Louis Walker
and others.
NiteCry has also played backup for Albert King and several
other performers.
"We’ve been keeping good
company." Solis said. "It keeps
you loose and ready. You need
to know what (the headline performers) want, and stay versa -

What separates NiteCry from
the run-of-the-mill R & B hand
is its creativity, Solis said.
"We’re writing a lot of our
own tunes. We like to play
mostly original rhythm and
blues and everyone in the group
solos really well. We get into
some audience participation,
too."
NiteCry is currently working
on a record deal with Patrick
Ford and Blue Rocket Records.
A local music review publication recently characterized NiteCry’s lyrics as "unpretentious." perfect for an R & B
band which makes no attempt to
send a message to its audience
other than have a good time.
With Castro’s vocals providing a powerful lead-in to the
group’s solid backbeat. NiteCry
can indeed get the feet tapping
with a will of its own.

4. "LIVE Al THE VILLAGE
VANGUARD’
J.J. JOHNSON
QUIN1ERGY

4. Co
BONG WATER
5. ’HEADLESS’
- Docos

KOMI

5. ’GREENHOUSE’
-YELLOW JACKETS

20th Ann.versory Concert

Pt US SNC
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K I TN G’S
’EVENT CENTER AT SAN JOSE STATE

RPM

THURSDAY ig A
MARCH 14

AN ACOUSTIC EVENING WITH

DARYL HALL JOHN OATES
AND BAND

RELAX, LISTEN TO JAZZ
AND HANG OUT
Live /az:, Every Wednesday
Through Saturday.

Continous Satellite Coverage
of NCAA Tournament

SATURDAY n..1
EVENT CENTER AT SAN JOSE STATE

IIPM

MARCH L.,

TKO TS AvAJLAIKE AT AU BASS TICKET CENTERS NCI UDRKG THE WHFIKHOLISE AND
towER Pf GOODS viSA MC ACCEPTED All TICKETS SUBJECT TO SERVICE CHARG 55
TICKET IMO PER CUSTOMER WATCH OUT FOR COUNTERFEIT TICKETS, Rift OF*. ,n06t AN
AulHorK7FD 1CliF 1 AGENCY

tounuonnEstAunAtit
a atie JAIl
Located On Market St
Between San Fernando

LA

Free Parking
at S. 2nd &
San Carlos
386 S 1st 294-3800

& Santa Clara
7t..)-8 I 10

CHARGE BY PHONE 408/996 BASS 415762 ,BASS
916/923 SASS 707/762 BASS 209,466 BASS
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Above: Tina King, 3, adds her personal touch to a wall where children are
invited to contribute their visions to the ’Mem -American progressive sculpture’ which depicts the corn goddess. The sculpture was created by Martin
Hernandez a 1977 SJSU graduate. Right: Carolyn Smith, 2, slides to her
mother, Catherine Smith while playing in a corrugated sewer pipe at the
Children’s Discovery Museum.
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Adding a little tot
It( John Ites.a
CenterStage staff writer

Trevor Schmitt, 2,
plays at the water
wheel with his
father Paul
Schmitt at the
Children’s Discovery Museum while
visiting from Sante
Fe, New Mexico.
This exibit is part
of an area called
’Water Works’
which explores
many different
ways of handling
water.

Nestled between the
lupe River and an obscure street
called Wo, Way, just east of
downtown, lies the enormous
purple cube of the Children’s
Discovery Museum.
The name is a little misleading. because while it is a place
of enormous discovery for children, it can also do the same tor
old children, like college students or other adults with youthful spirit.
"There’s enough here to keep
grown-ups interested, too." said
Kati Strong, who brought her
two children.
The museum features a wide
variety of exhibits spread
throughout three levels of the
purple monstrosity. Upon entering the front door. visitors are
greeted with the long wail of a
firc truck’s siren, and the excited
chattering of hundreds of kids
and parents.
The fire truck seems to he one
of the more popular exhibits, always crowded with enough kids
to block the corridor leading past
it into the rest of the museum.
Unlike other museums where
the exhibits are roped off and
have signs to discourage interaction with the exhibit, the museum encourages children to

’This is an opportunity for
children. We can see our is
eyes.’
curator,
play on, in, and with the truck.
The exhibits such as the tire
truck are not the torn apart carLasses of discarded machinery.,
hut are instead left in their real
state. Some parts of the exhibits
are modified to protect the inquisitive. such as wire mesh
covering wiring under the
truck’s dashboard, or cables
holding the doors open.
The sherrirs patrol car on display. also features such nxxlificalions. such as tennis halls covering the sharp edges of a door, or
the see-through plexiglas hood.
"-Die fire engine and the police car are my favorite. said 6year-old Ryan. the roof lights of
the cruiser flashing behind him
Ryan came with his mom from
Dublin.
According to Museum curator
Karen McBride. the museum is
designed to give children handson experience with real -world
things. The museum also offers
parents and adults to learn about
the world with their children.
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Hands on experience

Above: Tamara Maltiel, 2, splashes around
in a small sand and wading pool in the Children’s Discovery Museum. Below: The
museum is located in downtown San Jose on

ch of discovery
:dulls to learn from
9rld through their
Karen McBride,
tildren’s Discovery Museum

AN.

is an opportunity for
to learn from children."
said. "we can see our world
ough their eyes." she added.
rhe rest of the museum offers
same opportunities as the fire
Lk and the police cars --- tor
’,ken to learn by doing
pstairs there are exhibits ot
e.tors from the Santa Clara
Ile). where visitors can grind
acorns into a paste for bread
the Ohlone Indians did, or sit
a reproduction of an Ohlone
e hut
n another area close by. vim. can literally get a taste of
xican culture Fight children
id in line, waiting for their
nce to grind up some boiled
r corn, and then pack it into a

IiiS

Hernandez, a museum
Amt, was in charge of helpthe children squash their
n halls into a flat tortilla with
(Wen tortilla press.
’I love to see the eyes of the
,. To see their faces, they

really like it here." Hernandez
said.
Corn-grinding helper Lydia
Martinez said they see "thousands" of tortillas made each
day, Martinez said the tortilla
making is typical of the museum’s approach
"That’s what it is --- discovery." she said. "There is a lot of
stuff in here to do."
Other attractions in the room
are the adobe brick -making area,
where visitors can make bricks
in the way of early settlers, an
archaeological dig site, and a
clay mural with indian figures at
the top and open space at the
bottom for v isnot-% to add their
own touches
From upstairs you get a clear
view of all the commotion
downstairs. The slide made out
of sewer pipe, the green Ford
model A and the Wells Fargo
stagecoach are all areas populated with the smiling faces of
school -age kids.
Among other exhibits on the
main level, you see the frenzied
movements of young artists.
their faces straining, trying to
shape a variety of different ohwets, all donated by local companies. This is called the doodad
art area it contains a set of tables piled high with the
craftmanship of young hands.

Photos by
Don Richey
The materials looked like leftovers from an assembly line
building sesame street dolls
colorful foam blocks, chrome
bolts, plastic cups. clear tubing.
and dozens of other. uh. . doodads.
"I’m building an electric
thing. ti -year-old Christopher
said, his small hands clutching a
glue gun, the furrows in his
brow deepening as he tried to
tack a piece of electrical wire in
place.
The museum is the largest
children’s museum in the west.
McBride said, and in its first
nine months of operation, has
seen 250010 visitors. Original
attendance was projected at
150.(XX), she said.
The museum is open Monday
through Saturday from II/ a.m.
to 5 p.m.. and Sunday from
noon to 5 p.m. Admission is $6
for adults and $3 for children.
but according to a sign on the
door, the museum has "an open
door policy" for people who
can’t afford the tee, allowing
them to pay what they can.
McBride said that the museum "is first and foremost a
place for children to discover,"
but people of all ages can enjoy
the exhibits and activities available there.

Woz Way. The museum has been open for
nine months and has already served 250,000
customers. It is the third largest of its kind
in the nation.
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McDonald’s tries to slim
its fat with new burger
OAK BROOK, Ill. (AP)
McDonald’s will soon introduce
nationally a low-fat hamburger
called McLean Deluxe, according to published reports.
Analysts said it could start a
trend, and at least one health activist hailed the menu addition.
The McLean Deluxe, which
underwent test-marketing beginning in November in Harrisburg.
Pa.. and eventually four other
,aties, will be available nationally April 26, The New York
Times said last week. It cited
unidentified McDonald’s franhisees.
McDonald’s Corp. refused to
confirm the reports but scheduled a news conference Wednesday at its test kitchens in this
Chicago suburb to announce the
national introduction of what it
Publicity

described as "a major new product."
Low-fat burgers have been offered before, but they relied on
soy substitute for meat.
Meat in the McLean is made
from a new process using carrageenan. a common food additive
made from seaweed, The Wall
Street Journal reported Wednesday. The process devised at Auburn University in Alabama uses
carrageenan to bind the beef, allowing water to replace fat.
The McLean Deluxe, including condiments. contains about
310 calories and derives 29 percent of its calories from fat, the
Times reported. That compares
with 410 calories for the Quarter
Pounder, with 44 percent of its
calories as fat.
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Penguins out of Batman’ will he shown on video at today’s open house

.00.%

MP.

Dancers show off new home
By Faye Wells
Special to CenterStage

Today SJSU’s dance department yields the floor to newly
remodeled Washington Square
Hall, formerly the Old Science
building. In an open house from
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.. guests may
visit the new studios, dressing
rooms. study space and offices
for ballet, tap and modern
dance.
We jumped from a one-studio situation to a three-studio situation that meets our campus
needs." said Fred Mathews.
SJSU dance professor.
Previously, the dance program has relied on SPX 219 for
both rehearsal and performances. But when California
State University established a
bachelor of arts degree in dance
at SJSI it agreed to a second

studio to bring the university to
accreditation standards.
Although the dance department will retain SPX 219, three
additional studios in Washington
Square Hall open space for more
classes and practice, according
to Janet Van Swoll. theater arts
professor.
Today’s open house guests
can eat cookies and sip punch or
coffee while watching a video of

"Penguins out of Batman." a
jail dance, and "Dances for Isadora." a modem Jose Limon
composition.
The dance department forbids
street shoes in the studios and
asks performers not to wear
dance shoes outside the studios.
"Even so. every couple of
years the floor will need resandins and refinishing." Van Swot!
said.

GOD’S LOVE
DOESN’T TAKE SIDES
YOU ARE INVITED TO A FREE PUBLIC
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE LECTURE
BY

ANN C. STEWART, C.S.B.
A MEMBER OF THE CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE BOARD OF LECTURESHIP
OVER 5,000 USED CD’S TO
CHOOSE FROM
NEW AND USED CD’S
BUY SELL TRADE

R
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$1 off
any
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9-toroscope
for the weekof Mar. 17
Aries:

Publicity photo

Taurus:

(Apr. 20.May 20) This week has much to offer. A calm bull will sec the opportunities the
running bull overlooks. Take advantage of what you need. Career and business have an
important place this week. Turn the horns down and put on your thinking cap.

Gemini:

(May 21 -June 20 ) Your social life is not being lost by your busy schedule. The many aspects
you participate in make a well rounded person. Look at all your daily tasks as accomplishments
The smile on your face keeps those around you going.

Cancer:

(June 21 -July 22) Look for constructive ways to let go of stress. Don’t let the cloudy weather ruirl
your good moods. The well needed rain adds life, it does not dampen it. Use the many resources
available to you.

Leo:

(July 23 -Aug. 22) It is so good to see a happy King of the Jungle. It lets the rest of us animals
know everything is O.K. Your courage will be a great quality during this week of stress. Keep
up the good work.

Virgo:

(Aug. 23 -Sept. 22) Balance is the key during this week of shat seenis to be Hell will he traded
for bliss. You just need to have the wise understanding that all these moments are just
temporary.

Libra:

(Sept. 23 -Oct. 22) The attitude of "midterms!...what midterms? just give me spring break and 111
be line.- This can get you by, but you need to keep your eye on detail. You are stress free and
because of this attitude do extremely well on midterms. Spring break will be nothing but beer,
fun and rest!

Scorpio:

(Oct. 23 -Nov. 21) Set yourself a schedule. Stick to it. Pass all your tests. It is that simple. An
organized, on.time student is something to strive for. You should stress communication.

Sagittarius:

(Nov. 22 -Dec. 20) Luck will not get you through midtrrms. You will be asked to produce this
week. It will be your choice to rise up and face your responsibilities or take off early for Spring
Break.

Capricorn:

(Dec 21 -Jan. 19) Your down to earth practical nature will help you Your practical side lets you
organize your business side while supporting your romantic side at the same time

Aquarius:

(Jan. 20 -Feb. 18) You’ll break the rules to accomplish what you need to do this week. Keep your
thirst for successs under control. You need to let the moon in your sign pass without doing much
damage.

Pisces:

(Feb. 19 Mar 20) Focus on production. Curb your dreams to guide your chariot down the road
of midterms. You need to feel good to do good. Call your mom if you get over stressed_

Reggae band ’Inka Inka’ releases first album

Inka Inka: good
sounds, lousy lyrics
By Brooke Shelby Biggs

heat vilI bore the more schooled

CenterStage staff wnter

listener
Inka Inka need not worry
much about that, however, as
the band’s lyrics are clearly
aimed at the vacant out there.
Inka Inka would likely excuse
the uneducated flavor of the lyrics with some vague reference
to the mystique of the Jamaican Rastafarian culture to which
these white suburbanite boys are
inexplicably dedicated.
Consistently undermining the
pop-funk enjoyablity of the
album, lead singer Todd Wilder
v.ails in his annoyingly transparent
pseudo-Jamaican
vocal
style.
"Any man who say white boy
can’t he Rastafan, him don’t
know what I tee I inside:’
whines Wilder on the track.
"Coo Pon Jah.

OK everybody, braid your
hair, don’t wash it for three
months, walk around emanating
choking patchouli fumes and
spout shallow liberal ideology.
Oh. yeah, and become fixated
on the local reggae hand Inka
Inka.
Inka Inka just released its second CD, "Wake Up,- and while
It should be welcome fodder for
the Bay Area, image -conscious,
retro-hippie youth of today, for
the thinking man it is an embarrassingly brainless outing.
Subtract the vocals and lyrics
from this compilation and Inka
Inka sounds like a hunch of truly
accomplished musicians ’their
sound is crisp and alternatingly
funky and mellow.
Unfortunately. all the talent is
sabotaged by immature, truly
dopey lyrics and vocals.
The hand is almost saved by
the grace of a sophisticated horn
arrangement and performances
by trumpeter John Caredio and
saxophonist Dale Mungaray.
l’he to. along with some
keenly hip rhythm guitar work
hy Greg Shneti and Kevin
Allen smooth out the edgy per
fission.
Reggae is by its nature an
casy genre to listen to But it is
Also a risky genie in that its intrinsic thumping. unchanging

CINEBAR
a
ef 4
A drinking person’s bar!
Only pool table
Downtown!
No drugs or fighting!
69 E. San Fernando
(Corner of 2nd)

Later, he paints himself and
the hand in a corner in an aptly
named
song.
"Bypocrite."
’The man ho say he overstand
other culture but no live that way.
day to day and is not raised in it
is a hypocrite
Oh, reall ’
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Bible Study, Prayer & Fellowship
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Thursday, March 14, 7am-12
Bible Study in the (711ape1
Foi more information
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-Call: Campus Pastor /13P4P1PP,4e.4,.
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LARGE
PIZZA

Friday, March 15, 7:30 pm
Duncan Hall room 135

Gary Alldnn
14151 961 - 5781

(Mar. 21- Apr. 19) Spring break is just around the owner
The well needed vacation is not far away but many other
things need to be taken care of. The business at hand
seems an overwhelming but focus on management and
your worries will be gone.
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U -Bake Pizza

Parlor Puia "U -BAKE- At Home

Saratoga Ave. at 280 243-8984
anhade tucky Sh4Tpulog.ynter)

Bascom at Union 59-1015
Open Daily 12-9 Please Call Ahead
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rST PATRICK’S DAY SPECIAL!1 NIL,
-mo, forget
iorget to wear.
BUY 1 12" PESTO PIZZA
GET THE SECOND ONE
1/2 PRICE*

135 W. Santa Clara St
Downtown San Jose

T270-077717

a bit ’o the green when
checking out these
places for
St. Patrick’s Day

itspecials.

RESERVE
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4
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FREE DELIVERY

asp

*Additional toppings extra
Not good with any other offer. EXPIRES 3/24/91
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WANT TO GET LUCKY?

-WED thru SAT TIL 10 pm-SUNDAYS TIL 11 pm.

DO IT AT

NO COVER B 4 9PM

TONIGHT 3/14
NO COVER W/ STUDENT I.D.

MODERN CLASSIC POOLSIDE PARTY
ID J. Montgomery Cole outside

ST. PATRICK’S DAY
SUNDAY MARCH 1 7TH
24 DRINKS
7-9PM
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS!

NO COVER
THE HEARTTHROB
293-9923
2ND BETWEEN SAN FERNANDO & SAN CARLOS
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globally green gaudery
A FASHION SHOW
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GREENERIs

ST. PATRICK’S
WEEKEND
FRI. thru SUN.

SUNDAY 3/17

WIN. FREE GREEN CARDS
I’ll+ D.J. STEVE MASTERS
ALWAYS 21 & OVER DINING & DANCING 8PM-2AM WED -SUN
200 N 1ST j ST JAMES. SAN JOSE 408.292.2212
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OFFICERS

TRAINING

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now for six weeks of Army ROTC lea,:
ership training With pay. without obligation
You’ll develop the discipline, decisive
ness and confidence It takes to succeed in
any career And you’ll qualify to earn Army
officer credentials while you’re completing
your college studies
Find out more. Contact Captain Mark
Backer, MacQuarrie Hall. Room 308 Or
call 924-2925.

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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